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I  INTRODUCTION 

 Data mining is the Process of semi-

automatically analyzing large databases to find 

patterns or relationships. A series of challenges have 

emerged in data mining and in that one of the major 

challenges is opinion mining. Opinion mining is the 

field of study that analyses the people opinions, 

sentiments, appraisals and emotion towards the 

entities such as products, services. The main 

objective is to gather the opinion about the products 

from the online review websites. The emergence of 

user-generated content via social media had an 

undeniable impact on the commercial environment. 

In fact, social media has shifted the content 

publishing from business towards the customer. 

 With the explosive growth of social media 

on the web, individuals and organizations are 

increasingly using the content in these media for 

decision making. Each site typically contains a huge 

volume of opinion text. The average human reader 

will have difficulty in identifying the relevant sites 

and extracting and summarizing the opinions in 

them. So automated sentiment analysis systems are 

needed .In general, sentiment analysis has been 

classified at three levels. First level is document 

level, classifies whether a whole opinion document 

expresses a positive or negative opinion about the 

product. Second level is sentence level, classifies 

whether each sentence express a positive, negative 

or neutral opinion. Third level is aspect level, 
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performs a fine grained classification of an opinion 

about the product. In opinion mining, the 

fundamental subtasks are extracting the opinion 

word opinion target. Opinion target is a noun or 

noun phrases defined as the object about which 

user express their opinions. Opinion word is a verb 

or adjectives used to express users’ opinion about 

the object. 

For example: 

“This television has an amazing and big screen” 

Here, the customers are expect to know whether 

the review express the positive opinion or negative 

opinion about the phone. To achieve this aim, the 

extraction of opinion word and opinion target 

should be detected. After that, an opinion target list 

and an opinion word list should be extracted. In 

above example, the “screen” is the opinion target  

an  the “amazing”, “big” are opinion words for that 

particular review [1]. 

 After the extraction, the next step is to 

provide the relation among those words [1]. For this 

process, the graph co-ranking algorithm [13] is used 

and the opinion relation graph is constructed to 

provide the relations among them. 

II   EXISTING SYSTEM 

A.EXISTING CONCEPT 

 In previous methods, mining the opinion 

relations between opinion targets and opinion 

words was the key to collective extraction. To this 

end, the most adopted techniques have been 

nearest-neighbor rules and syntactic patterns. 

Nearest neighbor rules regard the nearest 

adjective/verb to a noun/noun phrase in a limited 

window as its modifier. Syntactic information, in 

which the opinion relations among words are 

decided according to their dependency relations in 

the parsing tree. 

B.DRAWBACKS 

 Nearest neighbor rules strategy cannot 

obtain precise results because there exist 

long-span modified relations and diverse 

opinion expressions. 

 Syntactic patterns are prone to errors. 

Online reviews usually have informal 

writing styles, including grammatical errors, 

typographical errors, and punctuation 

errors. This makes the existing parsing 

tools, which are usually trained on formal 

texts such as news reports, prone to 

generating errors. 

 The collective extraction adopted by most 

previous methods was usually based on a 

bootstrapping framework, which has the 

problem of error propagation 

III PROPOSED SYSTEM 

A.PROPOSED CONCEPT 

 To precisely mine the opinion relations 

among words, we propose a method based on a 

monolingual word alignment model (WAM). An 

opinion target can find its corresponding modifier 

through word alignment. We further notice that 

standard word alignment models are often trained 

in a completely unsupervised manner, which results 

in alignment quality that may be unsatisfactory. We 

certainly can improve alignment quality by using 

supervision. However, it is both time consuming and 

impractical to manually label full alignments in 

sentences. Thus, we further employ a partially-

supervised word alignment model (PSWAM). We 

believe that we can easily obtain a portion of the 

links of the full alignment in a sentence. These can 

be used to constrain the alignment model and 

obtain better alignment results. To obtain partial 

alignments, we resort to syntactic parsing. To 

alleviate the problem of error propagation, we 

resort to graph co-ranking. Extracting opinion 

targets/ words is regarded as a co-ranking process. 

Specifically, a graph, named as Opinion Relation 

Graph, is constructed to model all opinion 

target/word candidates and the opinion relations 

among them. 

B.ADVANTAGES 

 Compared to previous nearest-neighbor 

rules, the WAM does not constrain 

identifying modified relations to a limited 

window; therefore, it can capture more 

complex relations, such as long-span 

modified relations. 

 Compared to syntactic patterns, the WAM 

is more robust because it does not need to 

parse informal texts. In addition, the WAM 

can integrate several intuitive factors, such 
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as word co-occurrence frequencies and 

word positions, into a unified model for 

indicating the opinion relations among 

words. Thus, we expect to obtain more 

precise results on opinion relation 

identification.  

 The alignment model used has proved to be 

effective for opinion target extraction. 

IV  SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

 
Fig.1 

V MODULE DESCRIPTION 

A. Online shopping Module 

 In this module, a website for online 

shopping is developed. The user can purchase 

products and also has the facility to provide ratings 

and their suggestions as feedback. In this module, 

the admin can add product details (product name, 

price, validity etc.) based on the category likes 

mobiles, computers, laptops etc., and maintain the 

product details. The user enter their credit card 

details, the credit card is validated. If the card detail 

is valid, the user can purchase their items. The user 

can select purchasing products displayed in the 

home page or search the product using keyword or 

based on category. Then user can purchase the 

product using credit/debit card. To purchase, the 

user need to provide the following details like (credit 

card number, card holder name, date of birth, credit 

card provider). If the credit card is valid the user is 

allowed to purchase the product. 

 

B. Co-Extraction of Opinion Targets: 

 In this module, a system to extract and 

analyze opinions from online reviews is developed. 

It is unsatisfactory to merely obtain the overall 

sentiment about a product. In most cases, 

customers expect to find fine-grained sentiments 

about an aspect or feature of a product that is 

reviewed. Readers expect to know that the reviewer 

expresses a positive opinion of the phone’s screen 

and a negative opinion of the screen’s resolution, 

not just the reviewer’s overall sentiment. To fulfill 

this aim, both opinion targets and opinion words 

must be detected. First, however, it is necessary to 

extract and construct an opinion target list and an 

opinion word lexicon, both of which can provide 

prior knowledge that is useful for fine-grained 

opinion mining. 

C. User Rating Module 

 In this module, the user is allowed to have 

the facility of providing their feedback in form of 

ratings regarding the service provider. User ratings 

are considered as one of the important factor as 

they play a vital role in the purchase of the product. 

Wrong/unfair ratings may lead to severe problems 

in many systems. So in this module, we collect the 

user ratings and secure them.  

D. Data Collection Module 

 In this module, the entire user profiles 

value and ratings are collected. User profiles values 

also include their time, duration and rating values 

etc. All the user profiles including ratings values are 

saved securely. 

E. Graph Rating Detection Module 

 In this module, all the data’s collected are 

used as a dataset. In the Dataset, we identify the 

Positive and Negative user ratings by number of 

feedbacks provided. The graph displays the user’s 

feedback across positive and negative terminals with 

overall total ratings as well. 

F. Positive and Negative Ratings: 

 In this module, a system  is developed such 

that user of the portal can have the rights to provide 

the positive and negative ratings to the product 

which he/she buys, such that the admin can view 

the list of ratings.  
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VI OTHER RELATED WORK 

 In related work, the extraction of opinion 

word and opinion target is the old process in opinion 

mining.  

M. Hu and B. Liu (2007) have proposed a sentiment 

based classification. The main objective is identifying 

the opinion sentence from reviews and deciding 

whether each opinion sentence is positive or 

negative and summarizing the results [2]. This 

method extracts the opinion sentences from review. 

F. Li, S. J. Pan, O. Jin, Q. Yang, and X. Zhu (2012) have 

proposed a Relational Adaptive bootstrapping (RAP)  

algorithm[3]. The objective is extracting the 

sentiment word from the text and generating the 

seed. This model precisely generates only the seed 

word (opinion target).L. Zhang, B. Liu and S. H. Lim 

(2010) have proposed the Syntax based method to 

capturing the relation and ranking the product [4]. 

This method is effectively provides the relations 

among words for formal text. 

K. Liu, L. Xu, and J. Zhao (2012) have proposed the 

Word based translation model (WTM). The main 

objective is extracting opinion targets in document 

level from the reviews [5]. This method is precisely 

mine only the opinion targets. A.-M. Popescu and O. 

Etzioni (2007) have proposed a Word Semantic 

Orientation [11]. The main objective is identifying 

product features and determines the polarity of 

opinions. The datasets CRD and Large are used. 

Several methods   proposed for the extraction of 

opinion word and opinion target from online 

reviews have some problems. In order to improve 

the precision and recall evaluation metric, the Word 

alignment Model (WAM) and Graph Co-Ranking 

algorithms are suggested with some other features. 

VII WORD ALIGNMENT MODEL 

 WAM  method is based on the monolingual 

model, which accurately mine the opinion relations 

among the words. 

 “This television has an amazing and 

colourful screen”. 

 Based on WAM, the opinion word and 

opinion target was extracted. In the above example, 

“amazing” and “colourful” is the opinion target and 

the “screen” is an opinion word [1]. When compare 

to previous method syntactic patterns [3], the WAM 

precisely mine the words and target. The previous 

nearest-neighbour [5] method precisely mines the 

relation for short span sentences. But WAM method 

precisely mine relation for both short span and long 

span relations. The WAM method has some 

following constrains [1]: 

 Nouns/noun phrases should be aligned with 

adjectives/verbs/a null word. 

 Other unrelated words, such as prepositions, 

conjunctions and adverbs should be aligned 

only with themselves. 

Then the hill-climbing algorithm is used to perform 

local optimizations. For calculating the associations 

among the words are estimated by 

P (w t \w o) = Count (w t, w o) 

                     Count (w o) 

Where, w t means the opinion target and w o means 

the opinion word, and then P (w t \w o) means the 

problem between these two words. The above 

formula was referred from [1]. 

VIII GRAPH CO-RANKING ALGORITHM 

 After extracting the opinion word and the 

opinion target, the relations has been constructed 

by the opinion relation graph [1] was shown in fig 

1.Graph co-ranking method is estimated by 

candidate confidence of each opinion word and 

opinion target and this can be constructed on the 

graph. The word which has higher problem will be 

extracted as opinion word or opinion target. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 2. Opinion Relation Graph 

The candidate confidence can be estimated by 

random walking method. Here the confidence of a 

opinion target candidates and opinion word 

candidates in the iterations, then the higher 

confidence than the threshold are obtained as an 

opinion word or opinion target. The previous 

bootstrapping method has the error propagation 

problem. The graph based co-ranking algorithm 

effectively decreases the error problem [1]. 
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The following features are used to represent the 

candidates [1]: 

 Salience feature: This feature indicates the 

salience degree of the candidates. 

 Domain relevance feature: The opinion targets 

are domain specific and the difference between 

them has different domains. 

IX EXPERIMENTS 

A. DATA SETS AND EVALUATION METRICS  

 The three datasets are selected to evaluate 

the WAM method. The datasets are CRD, COAE, and 

Large [1]. The first customer review data (CRD) has 

the reviews for five products and the second dataset 

COFE 2008 contains the Chinese reviews for four 

products include camera, car, laptop, and phone [3], 

[4]. The last dataset large has there views on three 

domains includes restaurant, hotel, mp3 [11], 

[15].Three annotators are used in the annotation 

process for Proposed methods. The two annotators 

were involved to extract whether noun/noun phrase 

is an opinion target or not. Here the conflict may 

occur. Then the third annotators used to extract the 

final results. The previous methods like nearest-

neighbor [5], syntactic pattern [3], double 

propagation, Word Translation Model [4] were also 

used in the same datasets.The three evaluation 

metrics are selected. The metrics are precision (P), 

recall (R) and F-measure (F) [1], [8].Precision is the 

percentage of selected items that are correct and 

the recall is the percentage of the correct items that 

are selected. A combined measure that assesses the 

precision and recall trade-off is the F-measure.  

TABLE 1: The Detailed Information of Data Sets 

 

Dataset Domain Language #Sentence #OW #OT  

 Restaurant Chinese 6,000 451 949  

Large Hotel English 6,000 398 872  

 MP3 English 6,000 503 924  

 D1 English 597 175 109  

 D2 English 346 182 98  

CRD D3 English 546 261 177  

 D4 English 1,716 138 73  

 D5 English 740 164 103  

 Camera Chinese 2075 351 892  

COAE 2008 Car Chinese 4,783 622 1,179  

Laptop Chinese 1,034 475 518 

 

  

 Phone Chinese 2,644 538 1,125  

TABLE 2 :Experimental Results of Opinion Target 

Extraction on Customer Review Data Set 

 

 

 

 

 

TABLE 3 : Experimental Results of Opinion Word 

Extraction on Customer Review Data Set 

 

 

 

 

 

X CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 This paper proposes a novel method for co-

extracting opinion targets and opinion words by 

using a word alignment model.  Due to the high 

usage of internet, the extraction of huge volume of 

reviews about a product from the online websites to 

clarify the users taught is increasing day by day. To 

overcome this problem, the extraction of words and 

targets and providing relation among these words 

were followed.  

 In future work, we plan to consider 

additional types of relations between words, such as 

topical relations, in Opinion Relation Graph. We 

believe that this may be valuable for co-extracting 

opinion targets and opinion words. 
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